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Abstract
Deep, bidirectional family conversations are where family members express, listen to and understand each other’s
inner thoughts with an open mindset. Such conversations can strengthen the comprehension and connection among
family members, pass down cultural and family heritage further, and improve the cohesion and well-being of
families and society. However, deep, bidirectional conversations are often neglected, especially in Chinese culture.
Such a lack is indiscernible to many people because they have been so used to hiding inner thoughts from their
families that they find nothing wrong with it. Some are aware of the shortage, while the embarrassment comes right
after they starting to enrich family conversations will mostly kill off their passion to continue. Focusing on the issue,
the following paper documents the process of designing and experimenting a set of accessible, affordable tools to
encourage deep, bidirectional conversations within Chinese family.
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1. Problems and needs
1.1 Self-analysis
This project focuses on conversations among family members. The main cultural context is Chinese society. In
many ways, my family serves well an example of typical Chinese family. We have the typical family structure: we
are an only-child family. My grandmother lives with us and tend me during my growth, as my parents work fulltime and make us a living. What’s more, in general, each of us shares many common characters with average people
of the same age. It is thus fair to say that our family relation and family conversations represent average Chinese
families. This consideration renders the analysis of my own family an important part of early research.
First, there are inevitably many differences among my family members. This is basically because we grow up in
different contexts, which causes the disparities in our education levels and majors, preferences and tastes, lifestyles
and values. That we are at different ages also helps to intensify our differences.
To be specific, my grandmother has a different mindset from the rest of us. Although she is physically and mentally
healthy and still finds life enjoyable, she does not look forward to her own development. Her age can explain this
inactiveness: she is at her 80 now and thus believes it is too late to pursue any individual development. She is also
not good at adapting both her lifestyle and belief as time changes; she prefers to follow what she has accustomed
from the past. Besides, her low education background limits her intellectual aspiration; all she adores is a stable life,
which she has gained.
My parents (despite their individualities, it is fair to put them in one group in this discussion), on the other hand, put
more expectancy and focus on their child over their own development. There should not be any complaint from me
though, I believe this constrains us in our inherent family roles -parents and child. This, at the most of time, decides
us to communicate like parents and child, instead of expressing and exchanging ideas like individuals with
independent thinking.
Overall, all our differences render our family conversations lack open expressing, patient listening, or empathetic
understanding. In most of our conversations, my grandmother holds her old-school beliefs and my parents insist on
what they assume is good for me, while I tend to hide away the real me. Undoubtedly, we love each other, while in
most conversations we are all in a defensive isolation and fail to make conversations open. Sometimes, this
engenders misunderstanding and even conflicts.

1.2 Social phenomena
During the early research, per my request, some of my peers tried to make their family conversations deeper and
more bidirectional. That is to say, they and their family members should try to express honestly, listen to patiently
and understand each other empathetically. To make it easy to start, I also suggested several straightforward
conversation topics for them to choose from. However, most of them stopped after only one or two attempts. Some
even had trouble starting a conversation of this kind.
It turns out, for twentysomethings, they have more or less mental barriers to have deep, bidirectional conversations
with their senior family members. After being defensive for a long time, they tend to be overwhelmed easily by the

embarrassment of being suddenly open in family conversations. They soon retreat to defensiveness, leaving the
conversations taken over again by perfunctory responses.

On the contrary, embarrassment did not daunt the senior participators of the research and stop them continuing
family conversations as it did to juniors, according to the feedback. This is not because seniors are more adaptive to
deep, bidirectional family conversations. In fact, it is instead harder for them to jump out from their defensiveness
and to be open-minded, because they are so used to their family roles and the current family conversations that they
are less aware of the issue. This is where their immunity to embarrassment comes. Such an unawareness also
intensifies their juniors’ embarrassment when introducing a change in family conversations. Juniors will quit soon,
while seniors remain unchanged.
What is worse, there seems to be no urgency for my peers and their families to enrich family conversations. Most of
my peers are working or studying away from homes, so that many of them do not have frequent family
conversations. Thus, compared with overcoming the embarrassment to change conversations with family members,
they are more prone to escape by avoiding frequent family conversations. This might not harm the family relation
decided by blood though, this will exacerbate generational gap, hurt seniors’ mental wellbeing and the cohesion
within family and society.
Admittedly, it is noted that personal development is dynamic: people might change the way they have family
conversations as they grow. Article reading during the early research provided many cases where family members
overcame defensiveness and over time became increasingly open-minded in family conversations. Yet not every
family goes through such a positive change; some will cling on the current conversation mode, while some might
have it worsen. For families that fail to realize the family conversation issue or make no positive revolution on it, the
way they communicate within family will fairly influence their next generations in a bad way.
Therefore, the awareness about the issue needs to be aroused and the practice of deep, bidirectional family
conversations needs to be promoted. Also, the issue owns its urgency. The early research proved that adopting deep,
bidirectional family conversations was not as easy as switching to another mode: people need to overcome
embarrassment, inertia and unawareness at the beginning of the practice. Time is needed for continual practice. But
time does not wait: all of us are aging and we will never know when will we lose the chance of the conversation
with someone forever. Only by starting deep, bidirectional family conversations now and keeping doing so,
generational gap will be overcome, the comprehension and connection among family members will be strengthened,
the cohesion and wellbeing of families and society will be improved, and cultural and family heritage can thus pass
down further.

2. Design statement
I will design a set of accessible, affordable tools to support deep, bidirectional family conversations, where family
members express, listen to and understand each other’s inner thoughts with an open mindset.

2.1 Accessibility and Affordability
Since the project aims at a social issue and making a vast effect, whatever comes at the end of the project is required
to be highly accessible and affordable to the mass. The more social attention it gets, the more awareness it will
arouse within individual family, the easier positive change will happen. Such a consideration makes internet the
ideal medium to disseminate the project. Through internet people will access the design for free.

2.2 Discursive design
Discursive Design refers to the creation of utilitarian objects whose primary purpose is to communicate ideas—they
encourage discourse. These are tools for thinking; they raise awareness and perhaps understanding of substantive
and often debatable issues of psychological, sociological, and ideological consequence… The primary (though not
only) driver of Discursive Design is to express ideas. 1
The discursive design thinking plays a formative role through the project, especially in terms of defining the project
as conversation-oriented, arousing awareness of and shifting mindset about the issue.
The discursive design thinking also prepares me to accept a slow, subtle early impact brought by the project.
Changing attitude towards the family conversation issue and adopting deep, bidirectional conversation within family
are a gradual process for most families. The effect will be rather personal and might thus be hard to evaluate at the
start. However, it is fair to expect the process will accelerate in future and have more obvious impact over time, as
families keep practicing deep, bidirectional conversations.

2.3 Open mindset
Open mindset is one of the gist of the project. The early research proved that Chinese elders were common to think
furthering their personal development time-wasting. It also showed that the parent-and-child roles in family
conversations were taken for granted. Open mindset is a cure for these problems. Open mindset will bring in new
knowledge and perspective, which refresh people’s minds and keep them passionate about personal development.
Open mindset will also push people out from the family roles and encourage them to have conversations as
independent individuals. Consequently, the elders will be mental healthier, more adaptive to the changing world and
more likely to enrich their personal life at whatever age. Family conversation will also benefit from that, as it will
feature more real expressions and exchanges of thoughts and ideas.
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(M.Tharp and Stephanie M. Tharp 2005)

3. Research
3.1 Motivation
Motivation will be well needed for people to overcome embarrassment, inertia and unawareness when introducing
change to family conversations. A large proportion of motivation will come from the fact that most people are
dissatisfied with the current family conversations, as the dissatisfaction will urge people to make a positive change.
Therefore, the design should manage to elicit the discontent about the issue and turn it into a motivation for
practicing deep, bidirectional family conversations.
Besides, motivation can also be brought by positive feedback. The feedback suggests that everything is on a right
track, which will infuse people with confidence about whatever process they are making. And as it is commonly
used in game designs, it also arouses a sense of achievement. This feeling can make people’ participation enjoyable
and pleasing. The design should thus highlight the joy and meaningfulness people will get when having deep,
bidirectional family conversations.
Telling personal experiences to other people and getting agreeable reponses from them also mean motivation for
some. This explains the popularity of nowadays online social networks. Coming from such a consideration, the
design will allow for sharing of interesting, inspiring family conversations among participator community.
Like diary writing, simply repeating doing something over time and keeping all the related documentation through
the process also motivate many of us to cling on a habit. It not only provides documentation that people can trace the
whole journey back, but evokes a sense of fulfillment after continuing a practice for a long time. Inspired by this, the
design will offer a friendly documenting system for participators to record their family conversations.

3.2 Taxonomy of family conversations
This taxonomy is introduced to help participators to self-evaluate the current conversations they have within family.
The idea behind the self-evaluation is to elicit dissatisfaction about their current family conversations and turn the
discontent into motivation for improving.
It works in the following procedure. One is asked to read the illustration of the taxonomy and do the self-evaluation
of his/her family conversations accordingly. Then he/she chooses an item that describes best the current
conversations within his/her family, and an item that depicts the ideal family conversations that he/she looks forward
to most. If two items are chosen, a trip is paved in front of him/her: starting from the “current” item, he/she is
heading to that “ideal” item. The gap between the “current” and “ideal” items turns to be the motivation one needs to
continue the trip. Practicing deep, bidirectional family conversations is how he/she can make positive progress.
The taxonomy is based on the categorization of participators’ two characters in family conversations: objective
difference and subjective willingness.

(illustration of the family conversation taxonomy diagrams)

Objective difference depicts the general difference between two family members. The difference is caused by that
two individuals grow up in different contexts, which is embodied in their different education levels and majors,
preferences and tastes, lifestyles and values. The difference is usually a major decisive factor on how many
conversation topics they have in common and to what degree they can find resonance from each other’s speaking.
The objective difference has three degrees: “Similar”, “Neutral” and “Different”.
It is also noted that objective difference might shift since continual deep, bidirectional family conversations will
bring more common experiences.
Subjective willingness is an index of the degree one would like to listen to, understand and respect the other one’s
thoughts in conversations. Thus, the willingness can more or less offset the difficulty caused by objective difference
to have deep, bidirectional family conversations. The subjective willingness has three degrees, too: “Individual”,
“Neutral” and “Common”.
Metaphorically, two family members by default stand at two poles of a globe, whose distance is decided by their
objective difference. Their willingness to come out from their own poles(defensiveness) to get closer to each other,
which, in family conversation context, is the willingness to have deeper and more bidirectional conversations, is
depicted by subjective willingness.
To decide which item fits largely depends on one’s subjective self-evaluation on family conversations. No numerical
or any other measurable criteria is needed. That is to say, comparison with others’ evaluation does not matter; what
matters only is one’s own understanding on family conversations and the motivation he/she gets from the evaluation
to make an improvement on the issue.
The taxonomy was later tested among many people during the research. It proved that many people did feel
dissatisfied about their family conversations. It is also noted that, to describe current conversations people have
within family, the “Neutral” items were chosen most frequently, while the juniors who chose “Different” and
“Individual” items outnumbered the seniors who did so. It thus can be assumed that junior people are more aware of
the issue. This suggests that to make a vast social impact, encouraging engagement of junior people will be the key.

Besides, drawbacks of the taxonomy were also commented. One that was mentioned most frequently was that to
understand how the taxonomy works was confusing and took time.

3.3 Conversation topics
A set of icons of common objects in daily life was created to inspire topics for deep, bidirectional family
conversations. The idea is based on that icons can evoke connection, and the connection leads different people to
random, diverse directions. This means the icon is just a hint, and a participator still has a high-level freedom to
conceive a topic of a conversation, according to his/her family situation.

(samples of the incipient icons)

3.4 Sense of ritual
The sense of ritual will prepare a participator’s mindset to turn open for the coming conversation, so that he/she will
be less likely to be overwhelmed by embarrassment. This will especially benefit those families whose subjective
difference is high-level. Two factors can contribute to building the sense of ritual: one is appropriate amount of
intricacy in preparation, which acts as a ramp that leads people to a special mindset for a deep, bidirectional
conversation, the other one is uncertainty in participation, which keeps people curious and passionate about having
family conversations.

3.5 Cooking and documenting recipe
The research also proved that cooking was the most popular conversation topic within family, and talking about
cooking among family members caused the minimum embarrassment.
As more young adults study or work away from home, many of them begin to cook themselves. Most of them are
newbie in cooking, so that they must learn from someone else. This is what makes juniors less embarrassed or
reluctant when having family conversations about cooking.
As for senior family members, talking about cooking with junior family members makes them feel being relied on
again. Given that juniors become more independent from their seniors when growing up, conversations about
cooking must remind seniors of some sweet memories from the past. The topic of cooking is also what seniors have
a lot to talk about and where they can express their love and care to their juniors. This is why seniors love to have
more family conversations about cooking.

To motivate more family conversations about cooking, cooking documentation become another important part of the
design. Letting people document family cooking process in a simple way will on the one hand stimulate more family
conversations and on the other hand will help to pass down family recipes.
Besides, since the project is mainly based on Chinese context, Chinese cooking deserves extensive discussion here.
Chinese cooking, on the one hand, involves miscellaneous cooking styles and methods, and still evolves rapidly.
That improvisation is well common also makes Chinese cooking more complex. On the other hand, Chinese cooking
has one common character: an abstract, relative measurement that is mostly experience-based is widely used to
decide the amount of food, ingredients and heating.

4. Preliminary design
4.1 Topic cards
A set of cards were created as the medium of the conversation topic icons. To start a conversation, one chooses a
card randomly and makes a connection from the icon to conceive a conversation topic.
To add more fun and uncertainty to the preparation for a family conversation, simple card games were introduced at
the time. Besides to ameliorate embarrassment, the idea also aimed to help to keep elders mentally active.

(samples of the incipient topic cards)

4.2 Diary
A diary system was built for people to document family conversations. It allowed for two people in a conversation
taking record simultaneously, because this might trigger more extensive conversations.

(the incipient diary design)

4.3 Documenting Recipe
A documenting recipe was designed for cooking documentation. It featured a modular code system that mainly
consisted of brackets. This is because that using minimum words will reduce unnecessary distraction when taking a
record, and using symbols and modules will make the documenting system more flexible to deal with variable
Chinese cooking.
The code was based on the rule that the number of marked brackets represents the degree of heating or the quantity
of foods or ingredients. Generally, marking three brackets represents a “high degree” of heating or a “large quantity”
of something, marking two means a “medium degree” of heating or a “moderate quantity” of something, and
marking one means a “low degree” or a “small quantity”. It aimed to match Chinese cooking’s abstract, relative
measurement and to allow for people’s experience-based interpretation as much as possible.

(the incipient documenting recipe design)

To be more specific, let’s consider the following examples:
The same amount of salt might be marked by one as “large quantity” but be marked as “moderate quantity” by the
other person: it is because that two people have different tastes and preferences on food.
The same quantity of tomato, on the other hand, might be marked as “large quantity” in one recipe, while as
“moderate quantity” in another recipe: it is because tomato takes different proportions in two recipes.
What’s more, when the same person cooking a recipe that has egg marked as “small quantity”, two eggs were
needed last time, while four need to be put in this time. Factors including the number of people having the dish and
their different preferences on food, as well as the changing climate, will have a collective impact on different
interpretation of recipes.
Besides, in a recipe, it is possible that two tomatoes and four eggs are both marked as “small quantity”: it is decided
by the recorder’s preference on food and each food’s proportion in the recipe. Being marked in the same way does
not suggest that two items share any numerical equivalence.

In most cases, the documenting recipe will be used by young adults to record their senior family members’ cooking
processes. After that, juniors can cook themselves by following the recipe. The documenting recipe can also help to
exchange cooking ideas within family as one makes a recipe and gives it to another family member. Moreover,
exchanging ideas about one recipe repetitively with the design will help to renew or even create a family exclusive
recipe.

5. Testing
5.1 Overview
The testing mainly focused on the following aspects:
1) Can topic cards help to start deep, bidirectional conversations within family?
2) Can diary motivate families to have more conversations?
3) Can the documenting recipe help to record cooking processes?
4) Can the documenting recipe stimulate conversations about cooking and family recipes?
5) Can the project help to improve the connections within family?
Many young Chinese adults between 20 and 30 were invited to the testing. Some, who were of the same age range
and came from other countries, also participated to test the project’s potential usability in other cultural contexts.
Participation of senior people were also involved.
A PDF file that introduced the whole project and the testing was sent to every participator. The digital version of the
topic cards, the diary and the documenting recipe were all free for participators to download, print and use.

5.2 Feedback and reflection
Most of the participators agreed on the project’s statement that family conversations needed to be enriched.
However, only a few of them continued the practice of deep, bidirectional family conversations without being
defeated by the embarrassment of making a change on the issue. The whole design only provided a limited help.
Specifically, the conversation topic icons failed to inspire enough connections to generate conversation topics. It was
still confusing for participators to conceive a topic for a deep, bidirectional family conversation. They required more
instruction and examples.
What is even worse was that the card game was so intentional that it more often caused counterproductive effect,
according to many participators.
Many people also misunderstood the relation among the topic cards, the diary and the documenting recipe; they did
not see that all these parts were complementary. As a result, they did not test the whole design and thus could not
make judgement for the whole project.

6. Refinement
6.1 Sense of ritual
Introducing ritual elements to the design became the center of the refinement. Testing feedback about the card
games suggested that sense of ritual should be built in a natural, unintentional way.
One attempt was in a poetic way making the preparation for conversations a little bit effortful. To do that, inspiration
was borrowed from Chinese culture. Chinese saying “打开话匣子”, which literally means “to open the box of
speaking”, brought the idea “conversation box” -making a box to contain the topic cards. Additionally, a woven
raffia fan was designated as the lid of the box. This type of fan is cheap and is usually connected with leisure
summer time, in which people, especially elders, gather and chat outside, with their hands shaking a fan to cool and
dispel flies.
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(the woven raffia fan’s role in elders’ chatting)

(a woven raffia fan serves as the lid of the conversation box)

What’s more, inside the box, a piece of fabric wraps the card set through an oriental wrapping method.
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Older Chinese people and the woven raffia fan. Digital Image. Sohu. July 7, 2017. May 1, 2018.
http://www.sohu.com/a/158694819_749642.

(the wrapping method)

By combining all these elements, to get a topic card one needs to uncover the box, take the parcel out and unwrap it.
The whole process becomes a little bit effortful, but full of poetry, which will prepare participators’ mindsets to be
open for following conversations.

6.2 Documenting on cards
The diary was canceled and the topic card set was upgraded to take both roles of inspiring and recording
conversations. Participators can take note of conversation highlights directly on the chosen card. On both sides of
the topic cards there is grid for better writing. Besides, all the topic icons were re-drawn in a casual style and were
complemented by descriptive words. This was to provide more suggestive hints for people to conceive conversation
topics.

(samples of the updated topic cards)

Since the cards will be used to document family conversations, people will need to replenish the card set regularly.
Also, because the used cards have valuable notes of family conversations on it, they are well worth a preservation.
Such considerations brought a concept of using the paper package of new cards to store used cards. For people who
would like to make a purchase for high-quality cards, they will get a new card set packed in a paper package. After
they put the new cards into the parcel, from the box, where used cards have been kept temporarily, people can move
the used cards to the package. For people who do not want to pay for the cards, they can instead find an easy
instruction from internet about how to fold a piece of paper to make a package for preserving used cards.
For better organizing used cards, date can be labelled on the package.

(illustrations of the paper package)

On the paper package, whether it is purchased or downloaded, there printed a chart of family conversation
taxonomy. This is to ask people to make a self-evaluation on their family conversations every time they replenish
new cards and store used cards. Just like periodic summary, people should review the practice of deep, bidirectional
conversations within family regularly to check if the practice is making a good progress. By doing so, they will
know where they are on the journey of enriching family conversations and thus get motivation to continue.

6.3 Modular documenting recipe
As for the documenting recipe, it was put on an accordion-folding structure. Each page, which is of the same size of
the topic cards, serves to document every single step in a cooking process. Within a single step heating does not
change; when heating changes it comes to the next step. When a cooking is done, pages of all steps can be torn out
from the rest for preservation.
The code for documenting followed the rule of the previous design. In this version, however, people do not need to
mark brackets for every single food or ingredient, but sort foods and ingredients of one step into groups of “high
quantity”, “moderate quantity” and “small quantity”. This will make note-taking more efficient. In addition, grid
was introduced for better writing.
Besides making a purchase, people can also download and print out the documenting recipe by themselves. Simple
instruction about how to make the accordion-folding structure is also available online.

(the upgraded modular documenting recipe design)

6.4 Visualized conversations and identity color
It was proved that more examples were needed for people to make connections from topic icons to conceiving
conversation topics. Thus, interesting, inspiring family conversations were collected from the last testing and were

visualized in a cartoonish way, with the permission of the conversations’ owners, to serve as examples of how to
practice deep, bidirectional family conversations with the whole design. People will find more resonance from these
visualized stories.
To arouse more motivation and engagement for the practice, the visualized stories will be updated regularly: users
are encouraged to share their family conversations within the participators community so that inspiring
conversations could be chosen to be visualized and publicized.

(a visualized conversation)

This blue was chosen as the project’s identity color to integrate every part of the design visually and conceptually.
The choice was based on the consideration that the blue, which is of both tranquility and dynamism, shares a similar
spirit with the project.

(the identity color of the design)

7. Second Testing and further refinement
7.1 Overview
About the conversation box and the topic cards the second testing included the following aspects:
1) Can the poetic, effortful preparation prepare participators’ mindsets to be open for the following
conversations? In the testing, people were asked to describe their feelings after going through the
preparation.
2) Can the newly-designed topic cards, complemented by the visualized conversations, inspire people to
conceive their own conversation topics? People were asked to conceive conversation topics connecting to
the icons; each one was also timed to exam the efficiency of the topic icons.
3) Did the whole design make a complete, integrated picture? Did each component of the design make sense?

(people in testing)

As for the documenting recipe, the testing involved the following questions:
1) How well it did in helping people to record cooking processes?

(samples of tested documenting recipes)

2) How well it did in exchanging cooking ideas among people?

(people trying to decode recipes in the testing)

3) How well it did in stimulating conversations about cooking and beyond?

7.2 Feedback and improvement
Overall, the whole design worked well in the second testing. People made positive comments on most of the testing
questions.
However, rethinking and improvement were still needed for some parts of the design. First, the descriptive words on
the topic cards were too suggestive for people to make their own connections. Many people thus conceived similar
conversation topics. This was counterproductive. Therefore, those words were removed.
Also, all the icons were reduced in size and were moved to the top-left corner of the cards. This came from the
thinking that the icons should yield the cards’ emphasis and central area to documenting conversations.

(the final design of the topic cards)

Besides, the documenting recipe changed its structure from “one page is one module” to “one spread is one
module”. This was to provide extra space to record stories and conversations beyond cooking process.
The layout of each module also changed: each module was further divided. Such a change was based on the fact that
people do not change heating frequently when making a dish. In fact, the more proficient a cook is, the less heating
adjustment he/she makes in one cooking. This made the previous design cause disorder easily, because many substeps would happen within one “no changing heating” step, while each module lacked an efficient layout to organize
all these sub-steps. Therefore, further division within every module would make the documenting recipe more
usable.

(the final documenting recipe design)

Most comments on the visualized stories were positive. However, some also complained that those stories were too
long to get a gist. Therefore, those long stories were shortened to mind journeys from a topic icon to a conversation
idea. This new visual element will be printed on the inner side of new card set’s paper package. This will serve as a
stronger example of how to use the design to enrich family conversations.

Similarly, a guidance of using the code of the documenting recipe will be printed on the inner side of its paper
package.

(the final design of the visualized stories and the guidance of cooking documenting code)

8. Future development
Further development will start at testing the whole design with my own family. The testing will last for a month.
Refinement will be made based on this one-month testing.
After that, through internet, the refined version of design will be disseminated to more people. Hopefully, a user
community will be built, where more interesting stories will be shared and deep, bidirectional family conversations
will be adopted by more families.
Moreover, in the testing, the design also proved usable in other cultural contexts. This deserves further research,
exploration and development.

9. Justification and discussion
Overall, for now it is hard to make a fair judgement about the project. As discussed earlier in this paper, the early
effect of the design is subtle and unclear, and the change brought by the project will be a slow process for many
families. In extreme cases, positive change might not happen in family conversations until the next generations.
Therefore, continual development is needed.
However, it is undeniable that the project has brought some positive influence on the issue. Some families have been
practicing deep, bidirectional family conversations with the design since the testing. Some others, even though they
do not fully engage in the practice, are interested about the project and have introduced the design to their families.
It can be fairly said that the project has aroused many people’s awareness of the family conversation issue.
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